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QEX DUBE IOTIEMOUBEN SOMO 
2 MOON'S BEE WORLD. § (5 LM MecNs INCE ) ‘i 2 
FRB Dao FR OP FL ce Be eme ce 
SETS KDE IG RODE GOK OUTS RO, 

-——A GUIDE TO— 

ee rer ees ee : 
Vorume 1. OCTOBER 1874. Noumper 11. 

Opie es ai Hc se | whatever, than otherwise, we try to 
ORRESPONDENCE. | take a medium ground, as the safest; 
eee ae | : : . 

: 5 ia Re Serer, | and consequently we think some make 
Sheen oe pee their frames so large and long as to be 

BY & D: MCLEAN. | unwieldly, and the extractors to run 
pee | the honey from such have to be made 

; STANDARD FRAMES. | proportionately large and’ cumber- 
Mr. Eniror:—As the question of a| some, while others make them too 

standard frame is now agitating the small, requiring too many frames for a 
i minds of bee keepers, permit me to | large swarm of bees, and cons: quently 

add my mite in their favor. And let! spreading the brood nest over too 
it be understood that I speak in refer- jmany combs. The size of suspension + 
ence to a suspension frame, as that | frame I use in my own apaiary is four- 
form of frame seems to he more gen-| teen and one quarter by nine and one | 
erally used than any other; but at the | quarter inches, though not the size I 
same time I have nothing to say prefer. Were I to commence anew I 
against any other form that bee-keep- would make my frames fifteen.by ten 
ers may adopt in their apiaries. There | inches, exactly, outside measure, with _ 
appears tobe a diversity of opinion’ three fourths of an inch extension at 
among bee men as to the size of the 1 each end of top bars to rest on the 
frames used, some prefering a long vabbets of the hive. I suggest that size 
shallow frame, and others a narrow | to the advocates of a standard frame, 
deep one, and others still, a frame as a compromise among the many now 
that is nearly square. Again, some/in use. The length would be about a 
want a large and others a small frame. medium between the Quinby and the 
As we believe thut people err more by | Gallop frames—the longest and the 
running to extremes on any subject, | shortest frames made-—and the depth
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would be amply sufficient for brood SCRAPS FROM ILLINOIS. } 

combs, and not so deep as to be liable Sas: 

to swing together at the bottom, or PENI. OGG: 

have a ths them. Frrenp Mooy :—I agree with friend 

eWe a4 ci a des oe Rambo that all correspondence rela- 

our own hgtivd Sate (aa. dddeality,,for tive to bees, ought to be ¢azried on 

‘bees, and especially that part: known poppe! lehaa i apap, re é se F 
Ag the gueat, basin of, Middle. Tennes. exceptions. For instance, I’ said in 

see. It is the most productive of any she VCORD EE iad aa of £ mpty 
Siled Parblofitie Stare, and while it is comb on hand, and friend Nesbit want- 

productive in soil, yielding to the'til! ing seme, wrote me to that effect, but 

ler bountifal cuppliesof Peenls. ia by the time his letter reached me, my 

tubers; &c., giving Cwealth for higda: comb had all been used in building up 

bor, it should hot bo! lost sight of by. nuclei, and E wrote him to that effect.” 

Begonias. ondsamcag-the-bestJocali- Now what was the harm in his having 

ties,for the apiarian. Being sitnated my address ; and of what interest 

fi cnanph sénth, southat: bees: never would it have been to the readers of 

reqitire housing in’-winter, and being the Worip to have that question and 

setae ally, favored, with many. of. the answer published, where it would have 

best honey plants, we see no reason taken two months instead of three or 
why, with proper, management. in the four days to find out? ' 

hands of skillful and scientific bee men,| 4 Stranger wrote to me in regard to 

it should not claim a. part, at least, of | an article I had in the American Bee 

the promise made. to old Israel, a “and | Journal, which has finally settled down 

flowing with milk and honey.” At toa friendly and instructive corres- 

least. we think it worthy a place in the pondence. 
minds of those, desiring to engage in | Lhave a little blank book nearly { 

bee-culture,,. ; | filled with names and addresses of bee i 
5 6) oy) BEES ; | keepers, as I find them in the journals; i 

Bees are working lustily on golden | but when a name comes like friend i 

rod, aster, &e., and building, up like | Rambo’s, with only the county, I can’t 

spring time, and rearing drones by the |-put.it down. It is all right for our 

thousands. big bee men, those who are so high in 

Callepka, Maury Co. Tenn. the business, that every one wants to 
4) It is.q. remarkable. fact that an Ital-| pester them with questions, to hide 

ian-queen, impregnated by a common their names under a bushel, or “nom 

drone and 9 common. queen impreg- de plume,” but I guess us little fellows 

nated by.an Italian drone, do not;pro- | 2 the trade won't have any more cor- 

duce workers of a uniform intermediate | Tespondence than we can carry, Now 
cast or hybrids ; but some of the work- there's friend Connoisseur. I don't 
ers bred from the, eggs ofeach queen know whether he lives in Maine, Ore- 

willbe purely of the Italian, and, others | go0, Georgia, or Texas. 

as purely:of the common. xace,.only)a REPORTS. 

few, of, them, indeed, being apparent-|' I.see a good, many are sending in 

ly hybrids.—Waanzr. \ the report for the season, saying “the 

mm
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. honey harvest is over for this season,” | down a few days ago, but we feel like 

etc. With-us it is different, for we | hoisting it higher than eyer this time, 

are'in the midst of a splendid harvest, | at the way our bees are going, in,on 

bees working hard all day up to five | their muscle. We'll have to throw it 

or six o'clock in the evening. Have| this time for buckwheat, and that 

worked out doors with the extractor | blessed little honey extractor. We 

all the past week in. different parts of | used to think that “Novice” was in fun 

town, and no trouble from robbers till | when he told about. using his wife's 

the last day, a few came around. Have | tubs, pails, etc., and borrowing all of 

taken 245 tbs from our seven stocks, | the neighbor's pans, and kettles for a 
this week, 84 ths from one hive, and | mile around; but we had a taste of it 

. about 880 Tbs taken altogether this | ourselves this week, for. we filled all 

week. our spare jars, and_ still the honey 
LONG OR SHORT FRAME. flowed ; no time to go to the store for 

I prefer the square frame, for the | more, so we made a raid on our neigh- 

following reasons: In handling six-| bor’s milk pails and jars, for a thun- 

teen or twenty frame hives, if you use | der shower was coming up and we 

along frame, you have to reach so far | must get done before Sunday so as to 

: over the hive with one hand that it | go the rounds, again next week. The 

soon becomes very tiresome, whereas, | last stock we opened, extracted,..got 

in ashort frame, you can stand at the | combs back in hive again, just before 
back of the hive, out of the bees flight, | the rain began to patter-on the leaves, 

and handle most of the frames with | and all done in fifteen minutes. Who 

one hand and the smoke with the oth-| can beat that? Nary a sting all day, 

er. Then in extracting, the long frames | too. By the way, our buckwheat is 

that I have seen in use, the bees fail | raising a.“rumpus” in the ranks of the 

to fasten the combs securely. at the bot- | farmers, two more of them haying 

tom. ‘I haye had a little experience in | struck their colors, saying, “Ill own 

that respect the past week. up beat, your, bees. are way ahead of 

BOX HONEY. | mine, but Ill stick in a pateh next 
What is the use of our trying to. get | year.”, Good! Wake 'em up to, their du- 

bees to build in boxes as longyas they | ty, and next year we are. going to try 

continue to fill every vacant cell in the | them on rape,as well as buckwheat. 

hive below, so that the queen is entire- BRUSHING BEES AGAIN. ft 

ly crowded out, scarcely. anegg or a} Many say, that. Italians; are not so 

grub to be seen, and only a little eap- | cross in brushing off the combs as hy 

F ped brood?) If we should put on box- | brids or blacks, but we don’t find it so 

es and wait for them to be’ filled, our | We haye handled.a_ good many, stocks 
stocks would soon be worth very little. | this,.season of all three kinds, and 

We have extracted from. some, of our | when you:come. to, extracting give us 

stocks: twice this. week to give the | the hybrids or, blacks.in, preference to 

queens room, and. still there is little | the Italians every ,time. The Italians 
brood, the bees fill. it wp so quick. stick like burs, and, are harder to, get 

THAT HME off, and take..more. time,! while, the 

Yes, friend Daisy we'll trys hold | blacks and.hybrids, are onthe run for 

oui tocthat: hat of ouns,) whieh-.came | dear life; adi are easily jerked. off and 

"% -
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the few remaining, it is short work to | your directions for transfering, to { 

get off, and the worst stinging we | feed all transferred stocks, no differ- 

have had this summer has been by the | ence how plenty of forage, then you 
pure Italians. you would have done good by your 

BEES IN AULD LANG SYNE. advice. 
While reading the “World of Won-| The loss by qneen raising was caus- 

ders,” I found the following item: | ed by moths; even with the comb covy- 

“ANTIQUITY OF BEE-KEEPING. ered with bees the moth would go for 

The earliest Semitic records, the | them and destroyed one-half of my 

book of Job, the Nedas, Egyptian | nucleis. Next the robbery, and ten- 

scupltures and papyri, as well as the | derest of all, in 1875 they were all very 

poems of Homer, confirm the early | strong, had sufticient honey too, and 

cultivation of bees by man for domes. | had not been fed, or sweets exposed 

tieuse. Sir Gardner Wilkinson, more- | for three weeks; and on the 2nd day of 

over, makes mention of a representa-| flight they done the mischief, and 

tion of a hive, figured upon a very an- | when I was at church, took five and 

cient tomb at Thebes, which is evi- | two vf them of my best too. In 1874, 

dence of their domestication there at | came a wet spell of weather. It rained 

an early period of history.” daily for 20 days, then apples and 

Kepacelite (01 peaches opened some and I stopped 

oe feeding ; four days after, the sun 

EXPERIENCE OF “SIX.” shone out and apple blooms were fine. | 

ee I went to the city, was gone a week, 

eee came home and nine of my strongest 

_  Thave not had any honey to extract | hives had united with 16 others and 
since July, so very dry. White eldver | taken along their honey, and now 

disappeared July 4th, and reappeared | mind you they were strong, had honey. 

July 22nd, and continued in bloom | clean comb, plenty of brood, and a 

until September Ist. was the last. i queen. So, friend Dr. guess again. 

Buckwheat was fine this year, but The hives were good and the entrance 

owing to drouth it only lasted one | contracted. The dysentary I explain- 

week. My bees took about 10 ths. | ed, I can prove my ground. Now 
per hive of it. I must answer my|as to securing honey, and [ will 

friend, Dr. Davis, for when “Drs. disa-| say in advance that I will look fora 

gree &e.” Loss by transfering; I| return contradiction. First my hives 

transferred mostly, just when ye lead- | are large (American and Rush) and well 

ers say, at the beginning of honey sea- | stocked. On my best hive I put a box, 

son, and it was almost a failure, so | and got no honey, and on next two 

they grew weak and moths took many | best put same sized box with a full 

of them anda few starved right in a|sized comb in each and they were 

dover bloom. TI transferred, by first | nearly filled. On two boxhives (with a 

‘cutting out all combs with brood and | two inch hole in the box), I put box- 4 

putting them into movable comb | es well filled with nice comb ; they were 

hive and filling up with clean comb. | soon filled, and in half the time the 

Now, if ye lords had only mod. | others were being filled. Sixteen tbs. 

ified your directions and said in| of box honey was the highest I got. 

>
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' Understand me my bees were ready to | Tam ready for “ye bad Juck.” My 

swarm May 20th, which is very early | moth trap is this: a light fitting and 
for this climate. Rush is going to lo- | well painted hive with only an entrance 
eate any place between the Alleghanies | of gx4 inches with a slide close fitting, 

and Rocky Mountains where there is | to expand or contract according to the 

good bee forage; and I am in receipt of | temperature, and strength of the colo- 

letters daily from diferent States. ny; and in this way I have not hada 

I gave the dark side of my experi-| colony injured this season, even with 

ence in my last, for I was following | black. Hives with crevices or cracks 

the direction of the Bee Guides and | make a fine moth harbor. 

made many failures. ThisseasonI put; Isave comb by keeping it in the 

iu my own judgment, experience and | cellar and if anything goes wrong I 

what I could get from journals and | hang them in the top of my double 

have not had a loss or made a failure | hives until the combs are cleaned, then 

but in two things: the loss of robbing put them away. Ishall never put bees 

in May (9 hives) and letting four fine | in a cellar or dark places any moro, 

Italian queens get killed. I got 8 of | but leave them on summer stands. 

Winder's queensand went to introduce | I must see more evidence before I 

| them fora man. J gotoutfour and put | can yield the frame 11x13, with top 

them in cages. I weat to work and as | bar 15, that is the two end bars 11 

soonas I opened ahive the robbers came | inches, bottom bar 13 nailed on each 

| after me and Ionly got one queen put in. | and top bar 15; that gives a frame of 

| I marked the cages and boxes and|103x13 inches inside, with 8 frames 

| kept the queens out four hours, then which requires a hive of 21 square 

put them back again, and two of them | inches. I see my friend Argo agrees 
Lam positive was put back.in same | with me on the frames. 

box they came from ei the next ny to ae sate contract 

morning they were all killed. They | the entrance and if they don't quit get 

were ina good condition. These are ja handful of weeds and wet them and 

my losses for 74. This season trans- | lay them over the entrance; this has 

ferred ten at home and fifteen for not failed with me, and in some bad 

neighbors; ail done fine except one the | cases too. Some one asks how to get 

moth took. Introduced forty queens | rid of ants: sprinkle salt all around the 
and lost four, and lost one by being | hive. 

Simpson’s Store, Pa. thrown over. Got 125 tbs. of box) “7” eserme——— aa 5 fr 
honey and 300 extracted. Haveraised; “7 Swatmung, the queen 1s not al- 
queens too. The average amount of | W@y5 foremost; it is frequently, or ratb- 

honey in this section has been for | ° Senerally, not till after the depart- 
Misra eniciawavinnand maiserblinnarllEe of a considerable number of work 

lacks, one swa Bus, ers that she makes her appearance; 
no swarm and 20 ths. of box honey. | and when she does come, it is witha 
Italians done just double that amount. | timid, irresolute air, as if she were 

I have my experience now and am | borne along, almost against her will, 
certain of suecess in a good locality, | by the torrent that streams out of the 
fi a li sf hive—for she often turns on the thresh- 
or Ihave been educated in misfor-| 914. as if about to re-enter, and in fact 
tunes and a land of searcity and now frequently does so, but cannot long re- 
give me a land of milk and honey and | sist the opposing crowd.—I'xsunrer. 

ao
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VALUE OF BUCKWHEAT AS A/|be ploughed under when in full bloom. 
: FARM CROP. It attains its growth so tapidly that 

aa two crops can be grown and ploughed 

* a een under on the same ground and then 

" Statistics for 1868 shows that in | Seeded to grass or grain the following 

that year, 1,113,998 acres was cultivat- | fll, thus operating at once both as 
ed in buckwheat, and yielded 19,863,- | ® cleanser and a renovator of the soil. 

700 bushels, worth $20,814,315. Av- We understand that considerable 

erage per acre 17.8 bushels worth $18.- | {2ntities are sown annually in France 

68 cts. and Germany as a fertilizer. 

Maine gave the largest yield per| A French writer says of buckwheat: 
acre, 23 bushels, and Tennessee the |“ We cannot too much recommend, 
smallest, 11.4. Nine States, viz: | after our old and constant prac- 

South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala-| tice, the employment of this pre- 

bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, | cious plant as a manure. A small 

Arkansas, and Nebraska produced | quantity of seed, costing very little, 

none. The average value of Indian | sows a large surface and gives a great 

corn, per acre, for same year was $16. | crop; when in flower first roll and 
32 cts., wheat, $17.29 cts., rye, $17.37 | plough it in. Its shade while growing 

cts., oats, $14.74 cts., barley, $31.79 | destroys all weeds, and itself, when 

cts. buried, is soon converted into vegeta- 
Tn this list in point of value and | ble mould.” : 

profit as a farm crop, barley ranking | William Bacon, of Massachusetts, 
highest and buckwheat next, then | says: 

rye, wheat, corn and oats, in the or- “Buckwheat is considered a noble 
der they are named. This part of the | warrior for contending with the Cana- 

proposition being fully sustained, we | da thistle, which has for years been 

will glance at its value as a pushing its conquests in many parts 

FERTILIZER. of our Northern States. From: its 

It grows rapidly on ‘almost’ any soil | fine effects in cleansing land from 

where other plants would starve, its | weeds by its great shady tops and the 

large spreading top drawing more | pulverizing influence of its roots in 

nourishment from the air than it does | the soil, are enough to recommend its 

from ‘the soil: Producing a dense | culture on many lands if: there was no 
shade it rapidly smothers and kills out | other consideration.” 

other foul and noxious” weeds, and at MODE OF CULTURE, &C. 

the same time protects the land from | Prépare the soil as for wheat, and 

the deleterious effects of the scorching | if but one crop for the season is desir- 

sun. The straw contains considerable | ed, sow from middle of June to first of 

quantities of lime, magnesia, potash, | July, and plow in with cultivator. One 

soda, phosphoric: and. ‘sulphuric acid; | bushel will seed four acres; when sown 

and‘when ploughed under, decomposes | thus it will branch’ much—some  ree- 
tapidly and thus forms a good manure. | ommend one bushel to the acre—I 

It renders the soil loose and permeable | think this’a waste of seed,—when ripe, 
to,heat, light and moisture. . To attain | which will be near frost, cut with 

its full benefits as a manure; it should | s¢ythe and cradle, bind and set on end
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in bunches till dry, then thresh and | the man that produces a blade of grass 

fan out clean. Send some to mill, have ; where none grew—that, he is a public 

ground and bolted, when. the flour is | benefactor. May we have many such. 
brought home, haye the good lady to TUT Cl eee Dae een aT 
take equal parts of the buckwheat CROPPED WINGS. 
and common wheat flour, bake in- fr natiie 

to cakes—commonly called “buck- a Feecnt yak a 

wheat cakes,” and while hot, butter,and| “Bees, I find are more apt to remove 

roll in honey and eat with milk—have | 9 cropped queen.” Why? Why, they 

“but moderate quantity _ prepared | get the swarming fever—the queen be- 
the first time (unless I shall come to ing unable to accompany the swarm ; 

see you just then), for fear that you eat | after several ineffectual attempts so to 
too much. do, she is superceded or destroyed by 

Tam cultivating considerable quan- | the bees, because she cannot fly, and 

tities of buckwheat in this manner. does not accompany the swarm, and 

The last time I plow my corn I scatter vor No orHER REASON, we think, she is 

one bushel of seed on eight acres and | removed. 

plow in with cultivator. It will be in |' “)fore of their queen progeny are 

bloom about Ist of August and contin- | hatched with defective wings.” 

ue till frost, some two months or more. | The next qneen, worker, or dr aT S 

This affords my bees fine pasturage | you discover, Mr. A., you will find, if 
and bountiful ppurtae stores ; Keeps jyou examine ‘closely the cell from 

down. weeds, and after the ‘cora is | which’ they emerge, before being” 

gathered, turn on hogs to gather the | cleansed by the bees, a moth worm 

buckwheat. The yield per acre eulti- |). passed through the side of the 

vated with corn is not s0 large (as! con next the wings, and destroyed 
when sown alone—though' I consider | them. We do nob yet think, for rea- 

very renumerative as it costs me noth- sao heretofore discussed in the Wortp, 
ing but seed and scattering them. | that defective queens are an netiied 

Continued drouth operates greatly Meri. ae 

against production of honey and seed, | is wa ae uae 

though - more so than with other | Qaeens get dosh in, the grass, with 

hhoney plants and grain crops. | snopes apes. > ; eS |. In swarming, the queen soon finds 
Farmers and bee-keepers should} out she cannot fly, and crawls back to 

cultivate buckwheat, and they will| the hive. Ifshe is unable to get back 

certainly do so if they will consult in-| the returning bees soon find her where- 
terest and love honey. You need not} abouts and she may be discovered by 

| fear filthy weeds in your fields, if you| the number of bees attending HEY: 

| will cultivate buckwheat. Even if lost, we prefer it to the loss of 

Thope I have said enough to induee | two or three gallons of bees and the 
many of my bee-keeping and farming queen. 

; freinds that haye not already tried it,; “I see no-advantages-over disadyan- 

to commence at once its cultivation. | tages in ¢ropping of the queen’s 
IfI haye I am well paid the. time con- | wings.” 

sumed on this article. It is said of| None are so blind as those who will
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: not see. We have practiced clipping | HONEY DEWS. 

for not less than fifteen generations, | ee 
and the past spring and summer not | Be RAE, 

one Per cent. of young queens had de- C. P. Dadant, in the July number of 

fective wings, and as to weak winged | the \,onnp, page 287, tells us that this 
workers, ‘we found oe: ary time work- subject has been ventilated; that he 

i over two miles distant from their | has examined it, and that the most ra 

hives, and they may have gone further. | tional theory is that honey dew is an 

Paicaiy ron tae Ritrae Vo Dat | exudation from the leaves of several 

verne says that 30 or 40 grains of (auronent species of trees. That there 

‘ quicklime dissolved in water is a thor- is such an exudation, called honey dew 

ough remedy for the stings of insects, | T do not doubt. 
and far superior to ammonia or any | There is also another substance 

other alkali. | which resembles honey in appearance 

eating hctitedion may arinin Bar | and taste,that is likewise called honey 

minds eon thel thet wot .Huber's dic. dew. Itis found in globules, or in 

coveries not being the result of his | patches on the leaves of trees, seldom 

personal observation, no doubt can covering the entire surface, and is 

yeasonably remain as to such of them | Cy ee 
as have been repeatedly confirmed and | Ihave found it most abundant on 
verified by subsequent observers. And | high land in places sheltered irom the — - 

this has actually taken place, and holds | wind. It is also more abundant twen- 

strictly true in regard to the most im- | ty or thirty feet from the ground than 

portant of them. His discoveries res. | Bear ‘the surface. It is generally 
pecting the impregnation of the queen- | found on the upper side of the leaf. 

bee—the consequences of retarded im- | but where bushes have been bent over 

pregnation—the power possessed by | T have found it on the other surface. 

the working-bees of converting a work- | T have found it on the bark of trees. 

erlarve into a queen,—a fact, though {on moss, and on dead leaves beneath 
not originally discovered by Huber, the trunk of a fallen tree, where it 

yet, until his decisive experiments and |cowd not have fallen from other 

illustrations, never entirely known or | leaves. 

eredited,—the origin of wax, and the| It being on dead leaves, in this 

manner of its elaboration,—the nature | sheltered position, shows that it is not 

of propolis,—the mode of constructing | an exudation, and it also shows that it 

the combs and cells,—and of ventila- | is not deposited like common dew. 

ting or renovating the vitiated atmos-| It is sticky, like honey, but not 

phere of the bee hives,—these, and a as sweet. Ihave never been able to 

variety of other particulars of inferior | discover any difference of taste arising 

moment, have almost all been repeat- | from the leaf on which it was found. 
edly verified by succeeding observers. | Nor have I been able to find any clear 

—Sanvive. proof that this is deposited by the 
pee eth a nigel ummner: aphis, and yet, from all the facts in my | 

the bee should be well taken care of | Possession, this seems probable. 
the coming winter, in return. | If others can throw more light upon
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this subject I should be pleased to have | right they do not often fail tobe fertil- 

them do so; but until this is done, | ized right. 

shall we not conclude with Webster, | Dr. Davis wants us to change our 

that “Two substances have been called | name, but we like it very well. Con- 

by this name; one secreted from the | noisseur means an expert, and if he 

plants, and the other deposited by a | does not believe we are an expert in 

small insect called the aphis or vine | bee culture let him ask friend Nesbit. 

fretter.” | who has the audacity to insinuate that 

In conclusion permit me to congrat- | we do not know the difference between 

wate you, and your readers, on th pve Italians and hybrids. Once be- 

rapid improvement of your journal. fore a writer had the impudence to call 
peble CS Mane |usagreenhorn, but we did not pay 

i Be ra. ein af , | attention to it till friend N. said what 

CHEes Eres ee BACTORS, he did. His opinion of us extracts the 

arate dilapidated linen from the shrubbery 

BY CONNOISSEUR. | (or takes the rag off the bush). 
wales | = ae, 

No one, in the September number, my . sheen a Doee gine ie 

seems to be in favor of cheap queens, es nee Hoesie ag Pee a et 
| because they tend to make the Italian | aeeaploaw tent yeiiiey ee HOTEAES 

disreputable. We do not see any dif- jpetice avaviemy ue ao a 

ference between a one dollar queen | pundset rel, as toe aa 
Pests doles cncen, Te the bred: | would like to write to the author,” we 

pers : | coneluded he did not mean us, as we 

Gap dishonest: he. welisnot scruple;toy do not think anybody wants a write 
send a queen that he knows to be im- | t eee se y fs 

pure, although he warranted her be - are os By ORO oe 

forehand. No honest man will hazard | mec OE: : 

his reputation for one dollar. If we Mr. Goodlander says, “away with all 

were raising queens for sale we would revolving-can extractors.” Now, we 
not only sell them for one dollar, but do not think a revolving-can extractor 

we would test them before selling is so disgusting an object as to cause 

them. It only takes a little longer such a remark. We have both station- 

and does not cost any more, and it will | “'Y and revolving, and prefer the lat- 

| ‘pay to sell tested queens at that price. | tev: In our opinion the former is a 
Tf only a half dozen queens were | VeTy unhandy concern. Mr. G. does 

raised at once we do not think it would | 20t say why he likes the one better 

pay very much, but when twenty-five than the other. : 

or fifty are raised it makes considera-| Can any one tell us how to keep the 

ble difference. There is less trouble |.bees occupied while we are extracting 

in getting queens fertilized right than | in the latter part of the season, so they 

2 great many think. We Italianized | will not follow us from hive to hiye, 

our whole apiary when there were | and crowd into every one as soon as it 

thousands of black drones flying, and} is opened? We have a good deal of 

only had two fertilized by black drones; | trouble with them, and we find the 

in fact we never had but these two hy-| Italians more energetic in this than 

brid queens. If they are managed | the blacks. 

,
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We say to Mr. Kellogg that we do and remarked, “That is the way to 
not have to use smoke among our Ital- | handle bees.” He gave us quite a lee- 

Le have them so tame they | ture, sold the town right to manufac- 

will not sting only when we brush} ture the hive, and alot of books on bee 

them. | culture, published by the inventor of 

PATENT BEE HIVES, &C. |the hive. After the close of the fair 

ccs : | We went home and for three weeks af- 

BY W. D. FLETCHER. | ter that we could see, in our imagina 

aan aay " t tld th |tion, these much-lauded hives, filled 
Mn. Eprror:—I_ believe id the |. : 

i 5 | with bees, honey, &ce. Well, in due 
aa of your vale jotenal gc | time my hives arrived, costing twenty 

tee fk. a bat "| dollars for the hives and fixtures for 
patent bee Na so, tomake my prom- others, and four dollars for freight, 
Be good vo Epa rs oe BO |and one dollar to get them from the 
peta, on Satan ey steamboat landing to my apiary. This 

ahi ian ee Ted Q . | made twenty-five dollars—amy first out- 

used the old tashioned, s0-caled uin- jay. Then for, some more hive just 
by hive, with holes in the top for sur- | ji-¢ them, I had twenty-five made to 
ee ot er, we Ge iia order, costing me, all complete, ready 
oe ae Eins Th ce : a - aa for use, three dollars and fifty cents 

4 ; each, making eighty-seven dollars for 
days a, re the E leaa Hey that lot. The season had now nearly 
pee a pate of 1862 ‘ or arrived for swarms to issue, and I was 
dered two hives, these hives were frame : : ? all ready and anxious to see them 

pe gu Be BY WE ig best come. One day I was at work in the 
ame hive in the world. en I pur- : ; 

chased them, the inventor asad senna teen F ? : | were swarming. I left all business 
very extensively in most al: the leading +, the itty of oil dnd se 

: : | » 
eros s, and a ue ari | enough they had all clustered, and now 
a a a a oe ee °F for hiving. I brought forth the hive, 

he on Opt ‘4 a ‘i a Blo | and hived them according to the book 
5 he eon FOE eet py i I8CC’ | of directions which accompanied the 
5 r pean ng Ma oe otis ‘hive. I hived, in the space of two- 

H weeks, thirteen swarms in these hives. 
bee entertainments, and also exhibit They rae honteotic weHetl zap ee 

his hives, Meese ae prem? | seemed to be well filled with bees and 
ke mae hoe a - ae honey, so I thought I would put on 

oo ian hs ‘3 ats WS | the surplus boxes. These boxes were 
aes at ee He y i aa very large, made out of siding, and 
oe cS wa ie ma He = me had a round hole in one end with a 

Sei te e county 18". | glass over to see how the bees were 
But as it so happened the inventor eet ae e I proceed dee x 

ae are SLANE an assistant | ruet tell you that these hives were all 
fo hi ue ce ee gy aunoegee provided with what the inventor claim- 
om a Hive he Aa with him, threw | ed as comb separators. These separa- 

‘ them around among the by-standers, | tors were for securing straight combs.
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and all worker combs at that. Just | erable bee bread and young brood, 

think of it! Nice, straight worker | eggs, ete. Finally I got the comb sep- 

combs! A hive full of it! I got my | arators and frames out of the hives, 

book of directions to see about remoy- | after destroying the contents, or ruin- 

ing these separators. I proceeded | ing the colonies. 

Ist, to take out the piece of lath that In a few days a friend who had some 
was placed between the first frame and | of the same hives in use, came to see 
outside of the inner part of the hive; | me and says, the first thing: “Where 

then move the frame close to the side | are those bees you had in those patent 

of the hive and pry loose the separa-| hives?” pointing to the old hives I 

rators, then remove them, ete. All| had just transferred them into. I said, 

this I did with the exception of one “There they are.” “Why, my stars, 

thing —that was, to remove the separa-| what are they doing there?” “Work 

tors. I commenced to remove the | ing a little,” I replied. “How did you 

first separator, and to my astonish-| happen to put them there, and for 

ment, found, instead of the combs being | what reason?” “Reason,” said I.— 

built straight, they were built cross-| “Come to the house where I store my 

ways, mostly in strips from one sepa- |hives and I will show you.” So we 
rator to the other. Well, what to do I| went to the house, and I showed him 

did not know. These separators must | the frames and pieces of combs and 

be got out or the hive would be no| separator. Says he, “If that is the 

better than a plain common box’ hive | way the hive works, I do not want any 

with no place for boxes. These sepa-| more of them or ever see any more of 

vators were made of very thin wood|them.” I enquired if he had removed 

and perforated with holes, and were | the separators from his hives? He re 

placed between each frame. I tried | plied, “No, not yet.” He invited me 

every way, almost, to see how I could | to call when convenient, and assist him 

get the separators out without ruining |in removing them. I did so, but we 

the colonies; but was obliged to give | had to remove them, frames, bees, and 

it wp, and what do you think I did ?— | all, the same as I did in those of mine. 

I took the inside case from the outside | He had eleven swarms in these hives, 

one, turned it bottom up and drove the | and put them in five hives, when we 

bees out and put them in the other old | transferred them to the old fashioned 

hives I had been using. I put two|box hive again. Didn't we have a 

together, as the honey season was| good time transferring bees? Mr. 

nearly over in this locality. I had but | Editor, did you ever hear or know of 

five combs out of the thirteen hives|bees being transferred from frame 

that I could remove; took these and | hives to box hives? I have often heard 

| placed in an empty hive of the same | of transferring bees from box hives to 

pattern, and filled up the space with | movable frame hives, but in this case, 

three empty frames, as the hive held | it was quite the reverse. Perhaps your 
eight frames. This I put one swarm |readers might want a description of 

in; the rest of the honey in the other | this wonderful hive. If so, I will free- 
hives I fed to the colonies that I took | ly give it to any one upon receipt of a 

out of them, as it was not worth very | letter from them; also the name of 

much on account of containing consid-| the inventor, ete. My reason for not
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giving it in the Wort», is this: There] A movable comb hive must of neces- 

are some parties who are interested in | sity, be a patent hive. How so? I 

the sales of this hives and have pur-|see no necessity why it should bea 

chased considerable territory, and to | patent when we have better non-patent- 

give a general description of the hive | ed than we have that are patented. 

and the name of the inventor, ete., | Leesburg, Ind. 

might lead to a long, uncalled for dis-| WOMAN AS A BEE-KEEPER— 

cussion through the. columns of the WHAT IS THOUGHT OF 
Wortp, which might better be devot- THEM. 

ed to something of more importance. tS 
: hon BY A. J. MURRAY. 

But I will close my communication on AY 

hives for the, present, as I have not the} Anna Saunders—I do not know | 

least doubt, in my mind, that the use | whether she is a Miss or a Mrs.—is 

of the hive referred to, will be aban- | the right kind of a woman. TI call her 

doned by all good apiculturists. a woman—no disrespect .meant—for | 

een | the term, lady, is misapplied at the | 
eer neat Le | present day; and I am often confused, | 

ccs when I hear a colored brother and vo- 

BY HARRY GOODLANDER. ter say, “I know’s dat lady;” and, on 
=< enquiry, find out he means a colored 

Vell, Moon, dey goes for you some- | sister, who cannot boast of good looks 
. What about der Chromos. Vell den, | 5+ manners: But so wags the world. 

venever I bees entitled to der bremi- Some, with the term gentleman—a 

um, just send to der “Old Harry” von | pascal in good clothes, manners and 
of der chromos. | education—with a heart as black as 

On page 312, Sept. No., you say, any denizen of hades. A perfect gen- 
“the advice of some bee-keepers to be-| tleman! Call me a man, or a perfect 

ware of patent hives, should be given | man, and I am satisfied. A fig for 

with some qualification,” ete. Why | your gentlemen of the present day. 
should it? Once again I repeat the | So, in calling Anna Saunders a woman, | 

warning to beginners, to beware of all| I intend honor, for she is one in ten | 
patent hives, for if you purchase one, | thousand in the South who has depart- | 

the vender will not teach you the true | ed from the usual routine of household 

theory and facts of apiculture, found-| duties and tuken to a labor which has 
ed on the nature, habits and instinct | been considered as belonging to man, 

of the honey bee; but will tell you an | or who does not scream at the sight of 
apicultural theory suitable for his hive, | abee. She has boldly taken hold of ; 

no matter whether it suits the bee or | bees, and is making of them a source 

not. The theories and fancies of api-| of profit. Oh that her conduct would 

culture are as numerous as patent cause ten thousand other women to 

hives. No wonder the beginner is led | follow her example, and attend to bees 
astray, as there is only one true theo- land chickens. There would be less | 
ry, fact and principle in apiculture, | sickly wives, hard pushed husbands. 

and that is founded on the nature of more luxuries on the table, and health- 

the honey bee, not on some patent | giving food; less hog and hominy, ¢ 

hive. which causes more sickness in the
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South than any other food, and at the BEES IN AUSTRALIA. 
end of they ear they could say, “I have ‘ ae ’ 

a hundred or so dollars to put in the W © take, the following trom: Woods 
family purse.” History of the Uncivilized Races of the 

Tt was not my intention when I be-| World: 

gan this to praise her, but it is so sel-| Insect food is much used among 

dom, and, in fact, her name is the only | the Australians. As might be expect- 

one we ever saw from the South in any | ed, honey is greatly valued by them, 

paper, as devoting her spare time to|and they display great ingenuity in 

| bee-culture, that I could not help | procuring it. When a native sees a 

speaking in her praise; but it wasabout | bee about the flowers, and wishes to 

the bad odors proceeding from the | find the honey, he repairs to the near- 

hives. I suffer from it every fall; at|est pool, selects a spot where the 

é first it alarmed me, but upon examin-| bank shelyes very gradually, lies on 

ing my hives I found everything all | his face, fills his mouth with water, 

| right and in good, healthy condition. | and patiently awaits the arrival of a 

As it only occurs in the fall with me, | bee. These insects require a consid- 

the only reason I can give is, that it is erable amount of moisture, as every 

the fermentation or evaporation of fall- | one knows who has kept them, and 

gathered honey, It lasts about two or | the bee-hunter reckons on this fact to 

three weeks with me, and then passes | procure him the honey which he de- 

off, leaving the hive as sweet as ever. | sires. After a while a bee is sure to 

I would like to hear from others who | come and drink, and the hunter, hear- 

may suffer from the bad odors. | ing the insect approaching him, re- 

ee. Fenn. | tains his position and scarcely breathes 
An attempt was made in 1856, by | 80 fearful is he of alarming it. At last 

Mr. Wagner, to import the Italian bee; | it alights, and instantly the native 

but, unfortunately, the colonies per-| blows the water from his mouth over 

ished on the voyage. The first living Hy stunning it for the moment. Be- 
Italian bees Ianded on this continent | fore it can as itself, he siezes it, 

were imported in the fall of 1859.— and by means.of a little gum attaches 
Lanasrrora. toit a tuft of white down obtained 

at from one of the trees. 
From the North Carolina Citizen, As soon as it is released, the insect 

(Asheville, N. C.,) we take the follow-| flies away toward its nest, the white 
ing account of a yield from one swarm | tuft serving the double purpose of 

of bees: “Asan evidence of how the | making it more conspicuous and re- 

dittle busy bee’ can work, Mr. Check] tarding its flight. Away goes the 

gathered from one gum, the work of | hunter after it at full speed, running 

one month, and one swarm, 1394 Tbs | and leaping along in a wonderful man- 

of the very best honey. At 25 cents a | ner, his eyes fixed on the guiding in 

pound, that work will pay. Another sect, and makmg light of obstacles. 
swarm made in 5 days, 394 pounds.” | Somotinves & fallons ties call Weani tes 

nee eee ey ee eee . . 2 

The total honey crop in California | ¥°> and if he can he jumps over its 

* this year is variously estimated at from | but at all risks he must get over it 
| 300,000 to 500,000 pounds. without delay, and so he dashes at the
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obstacle with reckless activity. Should | nest. 
he surmount it, well and good; but if,| Having found his bee nest, the Au 

: as often happens, he should fall, he | stralian loses no time in ascening to 
keeps his eyes fixed, as well as he can, | the spot, whether it be a cleft ina 
on the bee, and as soon as he regains | rock, or, as is usually the case, a hole 
his feet he resumes the chase. Even | in a tree. This latter spot is much 
if he should lose sight of it for a mo- | favored by the bees, as well as by many 
ment, he dashes on in the same direc- | of the arboreal mammals, of which 
tion, knowing that a bee always flies | there are so many in Australia. The 
in a straight line for its home; and | sudden and violent tempests which 
when he nears it, the angry hum of the | rage in that part of the world tear off 
hampered insect soon tells him that | the branches of trees and hurl them to 

he has recovered the lost ground. | the ground. During succeeding rainy 
The reader will see that this mode | seasons, the wet lodges in the broken 

of tracking the bee to its home is far | branch, and by degrees rots away the 

inferior to that of the American bee- | broken wood, which is instantly fille { 
hunters, and is rather a business of! with the larve of beetles, moths, flies, 

the legs than of the head. The Au- and other insects that feed upon de 

stralian bee-hunter waits until a bee | caying wood. Thus, in a few years, 

happens to come to the spot where he | the hollow extends itself until it bur 

lies; the American bee-hunter baits an | rows into the free itself, and some- 

attractive trap, and induces the insect | times descends nearly from the top to 

to come to the spot which he selects. the bottom, thus forming an admirable 
Then the Australian bee-hunter only | locality for the bees. 
runs after the single bee; whereas the | Taking with him a hatchet, a basket, 

American bee-hunter economizes his and a quantity of dry grass or leaves, 

strength by employing two bees, and | the native ascends, lights the grass, 

saving his legs. |and under cover of the smoke chops 

He puts honey on a flat wooden slab, away the wood until he can get at the 

having drawn a circle of white paint | combs, which he places in the basket, 

round it. The bee alights on the hon-| with which he descends. Should he 

ey, and, after filling his crop, crawls | be too poor to possess even a basket, 

through the white paint and sets off} he extemporizes one by cutting away 
homeward. The hunter follows the | the bark of the tree; and should the 
“beeline” taken by the insect, andj nest bea very large one, he is sup 

marks it by scoring or “blazing” a few | plied by his friends from below with a 

trees. He then removes his honeyed | number of vessels, and passes them 

trap toa spot at an angle with his | down as fast as they are filled. 

former station and repeats the process. | oo 0 

There is no need for him to race after | A speculative Scoth gentleman, want- 
the flying bee, and to run considerable ing to dispose of some bees, to attract 

risk of damaging himself more or less | purchasers, printed the following pla- 
seriously; he simply follows outthe|card: “Extensive sale of live stock, 

lines which the two bees have taken, | comprising not less than one hundred 

and, by fixing on the point at which | and four thousand head, with an un- 

they meet, walks leisurely up to the | limited right of pasturage.”
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SHOULD THE INTRODUCTION | at once, contract the entrance, and let 

OF FERTILE QUEENS BE them alone “most severely” till the 

CONSIDERED A “BUG- second day after, when you may be al- 

BEAR?” }most sure, on examining the interior 

agate: of the hive to find the new sovereign 

oe pe are ce engaged in her queenly duties and sur- 

The following plan for the safe in rounded by a body guard of her will 
troduction of queens, we have practic. | ng subjects. é 
ed for several years, without loosing a | Success in introducing seems to de- 
single queen, and those to whom it pend upon but three simple principles, 

has been given, have been uniformly viz: Ist. The colony must be queen- 
suecessful in introducing it. We haye | 18s long enough to make every bee 
finally concluded that the success all | *W8re of the fact, and yet not long 
avound is due more to the “method” | enough for them to get queen cells 
than to “luck,” and so present it to the | well under way. The twenty-four or 
readers of the Wortp with the hope | thirty-six hours intervening between 
that it may prevent some queenly the removal of the black queen and the 

beauty from being most foully mur-| release of the Italian, afford the bees 
dered, when she is given the task of | ample opportunity to become aware of 

gaining a rule over dusky and disloy- | their condition, and a colony from 

al subjects. | which a laying queen has just been re- 

Remove the black queen, and imme- | moved never does very much within 
diately place the wire-cloth cage con-| the first forty-eight hours toward 

taining the Italian queen, with two or | building queen cells. 2d. The new 

three of her workers between the tops queen must have the peculiar scent of 

of the central combs, and against seal-| the hive to which she is to be intro- 
ed honey, if possible, so the queen can duced. The caging twenty-four hours 

help herself, if not supplied with food | or more, will give her this, at least to 
by her future subjects, as they present | a certain extent, and the daubing of 

their respects (?) to her through the | the queen and bees with honey makes 

bars of her temporary prison. By the | their odor still more similar. 3d. The 
way, the cage should be made of wire- | bees must be in a good natured mood. 

cloth, which has meshes one-eighth of | They are easily put in this cece 

an inch square; a piece three by four | the daubing process described, and as 

inches folded or rolled up, and haying oS is done Just before dark and the, 
; i ve closed at once and the entrance: 

the ends stopped with sponges or bits | made very small, they are all “slicked” 

| of wood, answers the purpose very|or licked up before robbers get a 
well. Just before dark, the next day | chance. 

after caging the queen, open the hive, It seems to us that if these facts, 

using a very little smoke to quiet the nee i ae caaae 

bees, and drizzle honey in a fine stream introducing queens would soon cease 

between the combs and on the tops of | to be such a “bug-bear” as it now is 

the frames, and allow the Italian queen | to many who are continually loosing 

to crawl down between the combs, newly purchased queens and dare not 
‘ . . attempt to change a choice queen from. 
completely daubing her with honey as ‘ : 

; one colony to another. 
she leaves the cage. Close the hive! Edgeficla Junction Tenn.
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DOLLAR QUEENS. four or five miles around, a person 

Sa could afford to sell pure queens for 

ESR IERARGO: about $2,00 each, but where there 

Mr. pen oT cee that Friend Nes-|#”e black and hybrid bees within a 

bit, on page 305, Sept. number of Buz mile no breeder can afford to sell pure- 

Wortn, is in favor of cheap queens. I ly tested quens at Jess than five dol- 

cannot exactly agree with him. I think lars and very little, if any thing, is 
there is but one chance in ten to get a | made at that. A pure queen in April 
pure queen in this way, and I think | #8 richly worth ten. I think that if I 

that about eight out of ten who send could sell every dollar queen I could 

é for such queens are novices, and after | ™4S¢, I would prefer selling such _ 
the first ever-sticking, anti-brushing, | eens to tested ones at five each, as 

*  mad-after-a-brushing, such novices will | I could make tee profit that way. *% 

conclude that their pet friends from | Friend Nesbit says ke cannot get 5 
Italy are intolerable, and unbearably more than one out of every ety. 
severe. I agree, however, with Friend | purely fertilized. This is quite differ- 

Nesbit, that the hybrids are superior | ent in my location, Ican get in May 
as honey gatherers to the black, or | about 18 and June about 15 and on | 

common bee. But, for easy manage- | the whole an average of about 14 out 

ment, and convenient handling, with- of twenty purely fertilized. There 
out being bothered with gloves, or | has been times when in a lot of about 

blinded with a bee-veil, and the ever-| # dozen queens every one were purely 
lasting lighting of rotten wood, for | fertilized, at other times only three or 

smoke, &e., it is far preferable to keep | four purely fertilized. This is owing 
the simon-pure Italians. It is true to the prevalence of pure and impure 

that some pure Italians will object to drones at the time. Those who per- | 

being opened without smoke; but | Sist in purine GOL queens had better | 

have many a stand that I can open be particularly careful who they buy of; 

without the least protection, or the use | buy from such breeders as have had a 
of smoke, almost the year around. | 00d reputation for pure queens, and 

” Snch novices, not being judges of the in whose apiary there has been no 

pure stock, will take it for granted foul brood. 

that they have the pure stock if they en SY Hee aa 
see a yellow stripe on each worker, and Friend Nesbit s article under the 

finding their pets so unreasonably above caption would have been new to 

cross will report that, “What is said of | ™& had T not accidently discovered the 

the mild temper of the pure Ttalian | VetY method last July while operating | 

bee is simply a lie, gotten up by those with a very purone and extra cross hy- 
who have axes to grind.” For this brid stand. This was after the drought 

very reason, more than any other, I had cut off all flowers and bees had 

have refused to ship untested queens, nothing to do but to depend on their 

only in such cases as the parties con- stores. Iwanted to remove that queen ] 

tracted especially for hybrids. and introduce a pure one, but the bees 

In some localities where a apiary of refused te be subdued by smoke and 

pure Italians is kept, and where there | 8 fast as I could wash off the scent of 

are no black, or hybrid bees, within |a sting I would receive fresh ones.
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The hive being extra full of bees, and|as they have the Langstroth patent. 

impure drones, made her harder to | free, they had better beware of travel- 

find. After being unable to find her | ing patent venders. I consider it no 

on the frames, for the crossness of the | use buying a patent hive and farm 

bees, I tried shaking them off on a| right as long as they have the Lang- 

sheet, but this only maddened them |stroth hive and frame and also a few 

ten times worse.. I then gave up, de-| others free. In my opinion only one 
termined to find her the next day, and | out of every ten such patent hives are 

then kill every drone in the hive. Next | fit to put bees in. Also those travel- 

day I removed the hive and set a new|ing patent right venders swindle so 
one in its place, with the entrance so | many novices as to be a great hin- ° 

: fixed that only the workers could en- | drance to the success of bee-keeping in 

7 ter. In opening the hive, the bees|the South. I would advise no person . 
. showed the same hostility as before, | in this country to keep bees without a 

but on raising out the first frame, with | frame hive of some sort, but I do ad- 

F the piece of rotten wood smoker in| vise them to beware of patent hive 

one hand, I noticed that the bees ran | venders. Take the Bez Wort», or any 

from the smoke to the other end of | such good journal on bees and it will 

the comb. So I drove them all to one | defend or protect you from being swin- 

end of both sides of the comb, then | dled by sharks. No one keeping a few i 

shook them off on the sheet, and to | stands of bees can afford to do without 

my surprise they were subdued, and | a good journal on bees. 

would stand the brushing off—all that | “Lowell, Ky, Sept. 23 1874. 

did not shake off—and before putting Cae a ee 
the frames iu the new hive I destroyed HONEY DEWS—C. P. DADANT 

every bit of drone brood. I would REVIEWED. ; 

just raise a frame out easily, hold it ais oer 

with one hand, and with the other oe a 

hold the smoke in a position to blow} Dxar Eprror.—lI take issue with C. 

on both sides until the bees started to | P. Dadant upon his statement in Brs 
run, when I would shake off on the | Worxp, page 237, that honey dew was 
sheet with as much ease as if they | not produced by aphides. His argu- 
were pure blood Italians. Thus Thad | ment-that honey dew was found on 
made a good discovery and did not| top of the leaves, while the aphides 
know that it was already known, until| were on the under side, is of little 
Tread the above by Friend Nesbit. | weight, and not altogether correct, for 
The queen was soon found, and the | the aphis is found in greater numbers 
drones starved at the entrance in five | on the young, tender shoots and stems 
or six days. of leaves than under the leaves. And, 

You rightly say that the advice of | again, it is easy to account for the ab- 
bee-keepers to “beware of patent hives,” | sence of the aphis on the same leaves 
should be given with some modifica-| that have dews on them, simply from 
tions. Idid not mean exactly what I| the fact that the dew drips from the 
said on that subject. I generally | uppermost leaves on to those below. 
write too fast to be clearly understood. | Now for the facts in the case: 

My aim was to say to all novices, that| I take the position that aphides pro-
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duce a great portion of what isdenom-| ON WHAT GROUNDS DO PAR- 

inated honey dew, but not all of it. TIES CLAIM A PATENT; AND 

Where is the casnal—not to say close— WHAT IS PATEN'TED IN 

observer, that has not noticed the great OUR PRESENT HIVES? 

variety in the family of aphides? How eae 

few trees and plants there are that loach Mg 

en oe Peoaae pee on beny Mr Eprror:—As you are a person of 

: a ea a caer oo ane <r large experience, and well acquainted 

eo . [ a “di pi ae a | with most, if not all, the patent hives, 

oe ae eatere net ©") T would be highly pleased to have you, 
their bees swarming around their | 5 one acualle well DERE a ahS 

: Beiciuiconaiititiodutiae or some one equally well posted on the 

oe a i e vad h E 1 © | subject, to answer the above questions. 

ee oe wnen a My reasons for asking the questions ~~ 
make)a close inspection for the cause, are that nearly all the hives I have 
they have found the tender shoots of | eae MEdRtT aS 

the vines and trees covered with plant eee eee ae ete eee. 
: . oir Dian’ | same general principles, differing only 

lice, (aphis) and, on a closer examina | in the size of the frames, which are 

aa they will find that the ansect | placed in some lengthwise, and in oth- 

fe ee sh beiende, sills to ers crosswise, and many of them are 
honey, which it throws off through | featea é 

two tubes on top of the abdomen, |p. i 
DoT Hee abH Meicetowbess wasps, fies A few days since, while perusing q 

eidlaris eather pied dily s eee some old work on apiculture [ found 

Y e E 3 a to my surprise that Dzierzon, though 

Rome byo years eice I was attract- the first to renovate or rather employ 

perches ae of bees, to a box elder rationally the movable comb_ hive, 

oa ipod. peony ayatt gand yrhen the same being afterwards modified 

oe oe the‘eause, I found not ony by Von Berlepsch into a movable frame 

‘a leavés of the tree covered with hive, the credit of inventing this hive 
oney dew, but the limbs, and also the is not due to either of the above apia- 

rer ee AE Cy Wises lby rians, as is commonly supposed, but 

oe : oe pOnoy dew. Ou my ae to Huber who flourished long before 

examination I'did not find the aphis, their time; though Huber raised his 

and came to the conclusion that it was, frames with screws attached tothe end 

sureenongh, honey dew from the at of the frames. Having made this hive 

mosphere; but, on closer ee for his observations, nevertheless this 

g ti we eune, hae ea was the movable frame hive. 

ee Bees ee a T also learned from the same source 
with a very green aphis, (plant louse), i ae ae h that the hive known as Adair’s New ence the abundance of the so-called Paes : . 

: ih : esa Idea Hive is another old invention, oney dew, that was literally dripping | : : 1 ions i 
from the tree to the weeds and grass | WRU Nema nood one) .Sbenthy Inger 
below. fied, having been well known nearly a 

tanta; aad , eentury ago as Huber’s Book Leaf 
et 0 Hive, from the fact the hive could be 

Subscribe for the Brn Wortp. It] opened and shut whenever desired, 

will be better than ever for 1875. like a book, and each section, or frame
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taken out and empty ones inserted;|ing. Purity there, ean only be found 

and the same hive was modified in| in the best apiaries, where the great- 

frame in 1830 by J. Rodman. The | est care is used in breeding—the same 

modification consisted in making each |as in this country. I still contend 

section to contain two combs, and the | that the purest type of Ligurian bee 

top of the frames, instead of being flat | is found in the Rhetian Alps.” 

were made in the shape of the roof of J. PHB: 

a house, &e. I will first remark that the term, 

Now, Mr. Editor, you may think, | Ligurian, used by my correspondent, 

| from the style of my letttr, that I de- | implies that the Ita:ian exists in Ligu- 

sire to provoke a controversy, or ques-| ria. Now, as Liguria is this part of 

tion the rights of certain parties to | Italy which lies along the coast of the 

patents. Such, however, is not my | Mediterranean Sea, and whose capital 
wish. Being deeply in‘erested in api is Genoa, it is certain that the Italian 

culture, and all that pertains to it, my | bee exists outside of the Rhetian Alps. 

object is only to know what claim there | The name of Ligurian bee was given 

is on the patented hives, as there are | by Captain Baldenstein, who first 

so many of them I can scarcely see | brought this race into Germany. La- 

any room for new apiarians to make a | ter, a Mr. Hermann got some Italian 
; hive of their own without infringing | bees from the Rhetian Alps, and gave 

on some patent. i | these bees the name of Yellow bees 

Answer.—This is a question often | from the Alps—name as much improp- 

asked, and rightly, too. But we will | er as the name of Ligurian, since the 
let those of our friends that have pat-) true Italian exists in all its purity from 
ented hives, answer, making such an-| the Alps to the southern point of 
swers as short and concise as possible. | Italy. 

en ot 8 tren | Two years ago I spent five weeks in 
THE NATIVE LAND OF THE Italy, beginning my journey with the 

ITALIAN BEE. Rhetian Alps, visiting the apiaries of 
Bee he Bellinzona and its neighborhood; then 

; pal te | Twent to Lombardy, and after seeing 
Frrenp Mooy:—As there exists in | the bees in this last country, I conclu- 

the minds of several bee-keepers, some | ded to buy my queens there, on ac- 
uncertainty as to where the cradle of | count of their beauty, which I found 
the Italian bee is, let me insert in your | greater than in the Rhetian Alps. 
paper part of a letter just received} During my sojourn in Italy, I visited 
from Augusta, Ga., with my answer to | some hundred apiaries, and saw sever- 
the same: al thousand colonies. I can certify 

“Please excuse, but with all due re-| that nowhere did I see a single bee 
spect for your Mr. Chas. Dadant, I| which could be called a hybrid. Had 
differ with him in regard to the bees of | I encountered, in Lombardy, some 
Italy. Now, I, too, have traveled | stocks of hybrids, it would have been 
bit in Europe, and it is a fact that can-| an act of supreme folly to buy queens 
not be denied, that the bees in the| in that country, since the price was 
neighborhood of the Adriatic Sea are | the same everywhere. Besides, as to 
not pure Ligurians, generally speak-| the purity of the bees, I think I can
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vouch for being a good judge, since, | the Alps and in the canton of Tessin. 

prior to my going to Italy, I had in-| As a proof of this last assertion, I ean 

troduced, in my apiary, queens from | say that Mr. Mona sometimes comes 

Bellinzona, Biasca, Mendridio, Milano, | in Lombardy, and even the neighbor- 

&c. But, to prove my position, I will | hood of Milano, to get the queens of 

quote two good authorities on the | the colonies killed in the fall by our 

matter. peasants. Do you think he would, 

Mr. Mona, a queen breeder of Bel-| come so far was not our race very 

linzona—a town situated on the slopes | pure?”—{l'Apiculteur, Milano, April 
of the Rhetian Alps—wrote in a| 1873. 

French paper: After two such quotations, I think 4 

“The name of Ligurian is as much | it is unnecessary for me to write more ; 

improper as that of yellow bee of the | on the question. a? 

Alps; the only name of this race is that | Hamilton, M1. 
of Italian; its exclusive native country a eee, weir Fomine & 

' being the whole of Italy, a the can- BES ee OA ome 
: : Ks OF A BEE KEEPER. 

ton of Tessin, and a part of the Gris- Bee 

oohabe i * e 2 Last BY JAS. H. YOUNG. 
spring I traveled as far as Brindisi, —— 

situated in the southern part of Italy. | | Friexp Mooy:—Poor health, extr2me 
In my travels, I stopped in several lo-| hot weather, an empty pocket, and 

calities to study the bees and their na- | the feeling of discouragement produced 

ture, and I can attest that everywhere, | by failure when you were determined 

T have incontrovertibly found the yel-| to succeed, had almost caused me to 
low bee in all its purity.”—[Journal | give up and say no more about my ex- 

des Fermes des Chateaux. Paris, | perience, but the magazines for the last 

April 1, 1870. two or three months show me that I 

Mr. Mona, being a queen breeder of | am not alone. April 15th I traded for 

the Rhetian Alps, his testimony has | two boxes of bees and on the 22nd 

the greatest value in the question. transferred them with my remaining 

A Mr. Hamet having, in a French | box, making five new stocks. This 

paper, “l’Apiculteur,” criticized my | time they were cross and I had to don 

choice of Lombardy to get queens, the | both veil and gloves and work amid 

secretary of the Italian Society for the | robbers who could not be subdued by 

propagation of bee culture, Count Vis-| either smoke or water. A friend, who 

conti di Saliceto wrote in the journal | was looking on, got stung in the neck, 

VApiculteur: and declared that his bees might stay 

“In Milano, in the high and low| in their boxes. I got through all sate 

Lombardy, as well as in the middle | and next morning found all right, and 

and southern countries of Italy, all the | as it rained hard during the 23d and 

three yellow rings around the abdo-| 24th had no robbing. But now my 

men. They are large, gentle, labori-} trouble begins. I had two Italian 

ous; ina word, they possess all the | queens but could get no drones, Ital- 

characteristics of the Italian bee, and | ians and blacks had killed every drone 

in nothing are they inferior, if they are | in the hive, even dragging out the lar- 

not superior, to those which exist in| ve. April 28th saw a swarm in the
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air, the wind blowing so they could not rendering the comb into wax. He 

settle in the tree, but finally clustered | pointed out to me the bees that were 

on a gate post. I hived them and | bringing in pellets of “wax” to build 
gave them part of a frame with brood. | new comb. When told that the pel- 

I soon found that I was no better off, |Ists were pollen, or bee-bread, and 

as they were my bees deserted from | that the bees secreted the wax used in 

number 11; no honey in the hive they | the hive, he laughed at the idea, but 

had left. I gave them the combs from | admitted that they were not building 

| the old hive and fed them, but on May | new comb, although they were carry- 

1st they left for parts unknown. ing in large quantities of honey. 

I got about fifty drones froma friend] This man has Langstroth on the 

about a mile and a half from here, and | Honey Bee, and some German works, 

_ put them in a nuclei hive, but in three | jut surely cannot read them. His 

days they were all gone. ’ bees—all black—may have some new 
During May and June I received way of gathering honey with their wax 

Ei about ten queens; three T took to my | unknown to mine, for, although I had 

7 friend's and left them until they had | fofowed Friend Murray's advice, my 
mated, two mated at home, the rest | bees would gather none. 

.. oe 1 Bh 5 po a Friend Goodlander is positive in his 

a § . ss BONES a assertion, yet I do like good chromos; 

sae BEET OUIET ORY but let’ them be sold on their own 
Sept. 1. I have fifteen queens, two é 7 Bh 

‘ i 4 merits. If a publisher can afiord to » 
Italians, six hybrids, seven black, and| . 3 

c 2 give a chromo to each subscriber, he 
two hives queenless. I have capped a 

- f .,| can afiord to reduce the price of the 
drones from a hybrid queen, and will : ¥ i ‘ 

2 : magazine, or add to its merits, which 
try and raise hybrids to supercede my Ea aa eS 

’ |I think would gain more subscribers 
bine daesns. than the cheap prints commonly used 

Sept. 11th. The Wortp is on hand], _ : PI ; See 
, . for that purpose. The book, The Ani 

this month before the A. B. J., or B. s : a 
- ary, will be of use to beginners, and 

K.M. Friend Murray prints my note} * we i 
' makes a suitable premium, although I 

and says, “I judge you are not an ex- ; ; 
fae mare prefer each to have its price, and stand 

perienced hand, &c.,” although my 5 a 
é is | on its own merits. 

note says, “Iam a beginner.” I will! xo orteans, La. 

own that, in the face of my experience, en At BT re 

I doubted the “two barrel” story, but} We take the following from the Re 

since then I have visited a man eight | publican-Register, Galesburg, Il It 

miles from here, in the swamp, who | gives an account of honey matters in 

has kept bees for twelve years on the | the immediate vicinity of our esteemed 

let alone principle, and has taken, this | correspondent, W. M. Kellogg, and 

poor season, five or six barrels of hon- | for this reason, if no other, it will be 

ey from about fifty hives. He has no | of interest to our readers. 

access to the lower box, but cuts the] “Several of the bee-keepers of Oneida 

comb from small frames, or from box-| clubbed together, and sent to Wiseon 

es or barrels placed over these, puts | sin by I. W. Cramer and bought eight 

it in a small box press, and by means | -ushels of buckwheat, which they gave 

of a bench screw extracts the honey, | to Mr. Dater, who sowed nine acres of
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ground with it, just east of town. It | SUCTION CURE FOR BEE STINGS. 

has been in bloom for some time, and | ora 

consequently there is a lively time just BRAND Te SER: 

Bey atone OOF bee-keepers. Thete Mr. Eprror :—Considerable interest 
are two ney fen ee eee ™ | has lately been aroused in apiarian cir- 

FO Me M. Kellogg's and I. W. Cra- | cles in view of several dangerous and 
ae E ae ae a a out of even fatal bee stings, and many very 
ca: comb, Ae ane BL One an | good remedies have been proposed in 

his tee wo wae . c a | the columns of the bee journals, but I 
: eS. ollowing is 5 seitatinely affirm thatitheoucrost 

oF the bee-keepers, number and style | ee ee a oe 
F hi ‘ 1 ere Hick ; ite a stg and most effectual cure for the 

Of hives, and amount of honey taken | 1:10 of a bee is to immediately extrac 
for the week ending Sept. 12, 1874. : me oe Coie aia ue 

By W. M. Kellogg, for P. Mohler, 7 | She BUDE BDO aes ee Be 
Kellogs’s Improved Langstroth Hives, | to the place to suck the poison out.— 

167 ths.; Dr. D. W. C. Bacon, 4 Lang- | Nothing more, nothing less is requir- 

ee hives, oe oe * 5. ee a ed. Ihave demonstrated its value so 
. Cramer's hives, 42 ths.; Dr. D. D.| gearty t satiehicti rie 

Martin, 2 Cramer hives, 20 ths.; E. J. = Bo aes Ay seer ee 
Peterson, 1 Kellogg hive, 404 tbs.; D. | ° Past eau, an its BUCcEsSHL any te 
Hamilton, 2 each Kellogg and Cramer tion to several persons to whom a bee 

hives, 45 ths.; and at Kelloge’s own sting had formerly been a thing of pain 

Misra to ees a L bie Cra-|and dread, and even danger, that I 
er, ror . ars 5 Tamer Dives, sonfidentl SOO og i 

364 Ibs.; and at Cramer's own yard, 200 e ne ge ae nee at i a ay 
Gee ahives (Mr: Cramer ron his | #18 SIMple 7eMeCy Were y ee eee 
yard, more for queens than for honey. | ble. Its prompt application will re- 
If we are favored with continued fine | duce the bee sting to the insignificance 
weather, the yeild of honey will be | of a mosquito bite, and so far as seri- + 
doubled. 875 pounds of honey at 20 ous results are concerned, will relieve 
cents per pound, is the snug little sam Reha eae ieeeyien cists Pe Foal 
of $175.00, for one week's work with t Sel dN ed Bnet aie 
the little stingers. | for the safety of strangers visiting his 

$a 0 apiary, particulary ladies and children. 

Ga oaks ang yas i The rationale of this simple remedy is 

See ta mM ious itis hardl s8ar, 
ting away from the hive, with the state- . ae ae iu i os te Lee es 
ment that after ten years’ experience BAY, ae ne ee bert Te. 
he has never known it to fail but once. | the sting prevents its working any far- j 
Assoon as they show the first symp-| ther into the flesh, and enables the 

toms of swarming, stop up Some of the | operator to draw out the last particle 
outlets to the hive so as to force them | ,¢ poison before it has time to enter 
to a considerable time coming out. i j 

- The swarm being made up in part of the system, thus allaying the pain and 

young bees, many of them unable to| preventing the usual swelling. An 
fly well, and as the swarm can do noth-| eminent apiarian in an early work has 

ing until all are out and flying about in | for many years prevented the adoption 

the air, by prolonging their exit, the fee-| G¢ this practice by asserting that the 
ble ones become tired, and, finding their |. A I th 
plans frustrated, they alight to arrange | P80? thus taken into t! he moutl caus- 

their journey. If they can leave the ed headache, but I am satisfied this re- 

old hive at once, they care very, little | sult will not follow in one case ina 
about alighting. thousand if the poison be at once spit
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out. I trust our bee-keeping friends | cut in this shape >. When these 

will try this simple method and report |strips are nailed together I have a 

suecess. Of all the remedies I have | frame 12 inches wide by 10 inches deep 

tried, this seems to be the safest, inside. This, when placed inside of 

surest, quickest and cheapest. | the hive leaves a spacs between the 
New Orleans. | frame and wall, of % of an inch, the 

een re ian same on top and 6-8 in the bottom.— 
bas f cat Eleven of these frames are placed in 

| Fe - | the hive, and the twelfth frame is made 

ee jlike a sash with a glass. This last I 

Mr. Eprror:—So much has been | consider of great use, as it canbe put. 
said and written about bee hives, that | in the place of any of the frames, and 

_ I dislike to trespass upon your time, | by this diminish the size of the hive 

but there is such a list of patents in | when necessary. Now to keep my 

_ this line that I need inquiry if the hive | frames equally separated and to pre- 

Imake and use, is an infringement, and | vent them from oscillating together, T 

this I can only ascertain by giving you | use for the top, bent wires in the 

a description of it. I make the hive | shape of a reverse U, which I nail be- 

as follows : | tween each frame, so they will keep j 

I got boards twelve inches wide and | the regular 3 space on the rabbetted 

an inch in thickness ; add two lengths | boards. I have no trouble in making 

18 inches and one 15} inches. The | my wires, as I use a pair of round for- 

two longest pieces are rabbeted on the | ceps, which bends them just the size. 

inside upper edge 2x6-8 of an inch, to | The wire I use is of the same size as 

receive the ends of the frames. The} that used for lady's hair pins. To 

shortest piece is nailed against the | keep the same space below I use large 

rabbeted ones, which is the front of the | head nails (carriage nail), and nail one 

hive, having, of course, the ordinary | on each lateral piece 14 inches from 

passage for the bees and holes for yen-| bottom. The top hive for surplus 

tilation. The back part of the hive is) honey I make only 7 inches high, but 

generally shut by a door (this last I| of the same width as the brood hive, 

prefer, as by this means I can examine | and make the frames to come level with 

new swarms without disturbing them), | the bottom. This surplus hive I place 

which makes the inside of the hive just directly over the brood chamber, which 

18x13} inches and 12 deep. I use a| makes a direct communication between 

loose bottom board, and as my hives | the two, and is, in my experience, bet- 

stand under shade trees, along the | ter than to have a board between, as I 

fence, I cover cach one with three 7x16 | get more surplus honey, and the bees 

in. boards. The frames for the inside | go to work sooner. The reason I make 

are made as follows: TVirst, I get|my surplus frames of the above size 

strips 3 of an inch thick and { inch| is that whenever I wish to have box 

wide. Icut one piece 14 2-8 inch for| honey I divide these frames in the 

the top, two ten inch for the sides and | middle by putting two strips close to- 

one 13} inch for bottom. This last | gether, and when they are full of hon- 

piece will project 2 of an inch on each | ey I saw them between the two strips 

side, when the frame is made, which T | and T have, by this means, two small
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combs nearly six inches square, which BEE ITEMS. 

T insert into glass boxes. And anoth- Sea ; 

er reason is, that it is just the length Pe eA: 
“to cut by strips for Mason’s jars. Sheahan 

In speaking of standard frames, you -— 
say, “let each give good and plain rea- Mr. Eprror :—Having tried two story 

sons why they prefer their own frames hives and others on the “new idea” 

and then we can tell if the diversity of principle, I am fully satisfied that the 

opinion is the result of locality, supe- long, one-story hives possess many ad- 
rior skill and research, or a matter of | Vantages over the former. The advan- 

taste.” According to my experience I tages may be summed up as follows: 

don’t think plausible reasons can be | 1st. Plenty of room for the queen to 
given that 10, 12 or 20 in. frames are | lay, and consequently great strength 
better adapted to the wants of the bees of colony. 2d. Very little disposition 
than other sizes within that limit.—| to swarm. 3d. At least one-third more 
Lhave been experimenting for five honey. 4th. Convenience in opening ! 

years on the bees, and I must say that -—the frames can be removed from one ’ 
Thave found no difference in their | €24 while the bees at the other end 
work, either in 8x11 inch frame or a| bardly know what is going on. In my 
20 inch frame. Ihave come to prefer | long, one-story hives I do not use 
12x10 inch frames, because I found Adair's sections, but simply from 20 
it better to handle and better adapted to 30 frames of the Langstroth size.— 

tomy views. I speak for the locality. The entrance I prefer at one end, 
Before endiap this’ alrendy long ar- which, of course, makes it front the 

ticle, I must say that if the above de- eceg aot thes tpmee of compas 
Zi ae fee frames are covered with two honey 

scribed hive is no infringement, that “ 5 : 

all parties are welcome to make and quilts, which meet ay the centre. The 
nse it’s they please, provided they cover of the hive consists of a shal- 

don’t get it patented. Shouldany not low cap instead ofa flat board. The 

poucily understand my decoription, bees never hang out even in the hottest 

they can write to me andI will be very weather. To succeed with their hives, 

aisthto give them a diagram, gratis. itis very important to know how to 

; manage them in the spring. To put 
i would suggest to all those who}, small colony in, say February or 

wish to make their hives themselves, Magoh’ in: our climate, ith (oem 

to buy a hand circular sewabout eight | .omplement of twenty or thirty frames 
inches in diameter, to saw the strips of comb, would be only to discourage 

for the frames; to make a form to nail | i), bees, and give room for worms, 

ithe frames and to have a gauge box to] aockroaches, mice, &. At first, only 
saw the strips of the Proper lengths, place m ten frames of comb if the col- 
and by this way save time and a great ony is strong; then, as they grow 

2 deal of measurements, and above al’, stronger, place an empty comb in the 

eens center of the brood nest, say once a 
Bayou Goula, La. és 

svete week, or oftener if necessary. If the 

Give your bees plenty of stores to | nights should be cold, one comb placed 

_ winter on. in once a week would be sufficient.
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Gallup and Adair say the bees in this} on the amount of honey the locality ~ 

hive will not construct drone comb. | will yield. In good honey locations, 

Such is not my experience. $10 or $15 may not be too much for a 

STANDARD FRAMES. tested queen; while in a poor locality 

After having started with the Lang- | $3 to $5 may be a fair price, unless 

stroth frame, and becoming dissatisfied | the quéens are reared in such a way 

with it, I practically tested nearly every | that they are physically weak and de- 
other size, but finally settled down on | fective in constitution. 

a frame of the Langstroth size, which | As regards untested queens, I hard- 

I think, taking our Southern climate | ly think any honorable breeder would 

into consideration, suits us better than | send out any such unless they were 

any other size. It is finely suited | from pure, genuine Ligurian mothers. 

where honey boxes are used, for bees | And if the mother possesses type or 

__ will more readily work in boxes where | individuality of character (and unless 

the brood frames are shallow and not | they do, they are not fit to breed from, 

: too deep. It works well in the extrac- | I care not whether they are imported 

tor; and is also adapted for the long | or home bred) sufficient to stamp her 

one story hives. With these frames | queen progeny, any such are cheap at 

we have less handling to do than | one dollar, even though mis-mated. It 

where they are smaller. Ten Lang-| is acknowledged chat hybrids are bet- 

stroth fromes will contain a superficial | ter honey-gatherers than the native 

area of about 8060 square inches,while | stock, and if so, the bees of the coun- 
it will take nearly twelve frames 12x11| try become improved by the infusion 
to contain the same surface. In a large | of foreign blood the same as your cat- 

apiary the time consumed in handling | tle, sheep, poultry, ete. 

these extra frames would be quite an | Augusta Ga. 

item. I shall vote for the Langstroth Se ee eee ee 

frame every time, until I can find REVIEW. : 

something better. BY JEWELL DAVIS. 
THE LOSS OF BEES. a 

The loss of bees by robbing, trans-| Mx. Eprror:—Friend Snipes shows 

ferring, artificial swarming, desertion | us that he averaged only twenty#five 

of hive, the moth, etc., is owing, in| pounds of fine box honey to the colo- 

ninety-nine cases in a hundred to care- | ny of bees this year, previous to the 

lessness, want of vigilance, and a cor-|15th of July, at Carson's Landing, 

rect system of management. It may] Arkansas. Yet he calls this the worst 

be doubted, but nevertheless it is a| year he ever saw. He then presents 

fact, that only about one person in fifty | the true idea of the moth worms get- 

ever succeeds at bee-keeping. Simply | ting possession of, and destroying col. 

because so few persons possess the re- | onies of bees. They soon take posses- 

quisite watchfulness, care, energy and | sion, if the colony has an «unprolifie 

tact required in order to manage an| queen, or is queenless. Queens be 

apiary successfully. come unprolifie from old age, and 

CHEAP QUEENS. measurably so, frequently, when the 

Whether a queen can be sold ata|bees are not gathering honey freely. 
Jow ora high price, depends much up-| A strong colony being a tower of 

“a
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strength against the moth worms. To|a competent judge; but I refer you to 

save the misfortune of haying the | the more practical queen breeders for 
queen cells removed or cut down |a decisive answer, or discussion. 

when introducing into other hives, That is it, friend Sherendon, show 

among strange bees where they were | all of us confident bee-keepers that we 
not built, led to the invention of the | have not seen all the world yet, and 

Queen Nursery, in which they are per-| the bee hives in particular, and that 

fectly safe. If all of Bro. Snipe’s col- | when we are claiming the best we may 

onies had been equal to his strongest | be far wide of the mark. It may be 

one, how changed would have been the | better not to assume too much, then, 

result in honey and profit. less certainly, will be the deception, if 

All who wish to learn the whys and | any is connected therewith. : 
wherefores of comb building, will, of Friend G., who seems loth to write “j 

course, read Connoisseur’s article on | over his proper signature, gives Mr. ‘ 

that subject. Sherendon a close rub about our govy- 
Our friend Rambo has given a little | ernment being bought off in the pat- — 

here and a little there of his “broken | ent hive business by a few pitiful dol- 

pieces.” Let me ask him, why not feed | lars. Truly, that would be a disrepu- 

at once, to keep his bees from consum.- | table little affair for our honorable 

ing their winter stores, and keep the | government, if true. But, if not true, 

queens breeding, so there will be full | why dare Mr. Sherendon to assume it? 

stocks, and a due proportion of young | Again, friend G. (I wish he would 

bees, and ample stores for safe winter-| write over his proper name), points 

ing? Yes, certainly, you should pro- | out the necessity of the bees obtaining 

vide ample pasturage for your bees, | aliberal-supply of honey to make trans- 

such as buckwheat, Alsike and Mililot | ferring a success, since the scarcity of 

clover, and all other available honey-| honey induces robbing, in the expo- 

producing plants. Without doubt the | sure of their stores while transferring. 

moyable comb frame hive you must | Assuredly novices will take the warn- 

have, and try your hand at artificial) ing. But see here, friend G., was 

swarming, since you “believe it a good that key hole in your table drawer so 

plany” if judiciously done. But see} small that the moth miller could not 
here, how many bee-keepers know when | gain access to your wax ball? 

itcan be “judiciously practiced,” to| Please be a little more particular, 

prevent natural swarming? Hold on, | and show us how we are bringing the 

friend Rambo, be cautious about that | Bre Worxp, more particularly than the 

salt petre, or you will blow up Mr. | other journals, and bee-keepers into 

Quinby’s smoker and destroy all of its | the adoption of standard hives and 

excellent qualities. I protest against | frames? Why is it impracticable, if 

your notion of keeping the correspond- | desirable? Cannot everything in that 

ents address a secret matter. Their | line, desirable, be rendered practica- 

names and address should be a public | ble, since all patent hives are to be ab- 

matter for the benefit of all parties in-| sorbed by the will of the bee keepers? 

terested. The dollars and cents invested in 
Please excuse me on the cheap | them, may retard the execution of that 

queen question, since I may not be | will for a little season, but it will pre-
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vail. I grant you hit the mark when | friend Kellogg to be critic? I trust 

you said the bee pasturage was meas-| he will remember to report by the time 

urably destroyed by the clearing up of | the honey is running a foot deep in the 

the forests. Well, what is the reme-| yard. Look out for his streams of 
dy, but to cultivate such grains and | honey. 

plants as will supply a continual flow! Read friend Marvin's article, pro 

of honey the whole summer season? | and con, it is worth your attention. 

Will you try it? Yes, friend G., bees Thank you, Mr. Nesbit, for your so- 

must have as good attention paid to | ber reflection on dollar queens. May 

them as we give our cattle, sheep and|we keep in mind the stubborn facts 

hogs, to make them profitable; and | you portray before us, and never for- 

early in spring they should be fed,| get them. Always remember the clos- 
even when in possession of ample | ing sentence. 

stores, and much more so if scanty, to| I notice that friend Argo seems to 

: make them breed up to full, strong | think that Dadant’s standard frame is 

i colonies; later in the season they | too long and too deep for his practical 
p should be fed during every dearth of | use. Why did he not give his reason 

honey in the flowers, to keep the|for so considering? And why say 

queens laying and the stocks strong. | twelve inches is too deep for the frame, 

Must I disagree with you, friend G.,|and why say ten and three fourth 
about the frame hives requiring more | inches deep, more handy? Why pre- 
attention than the box hive? If both | fer the frame fourteen inches long, in- 
are rightly dealt with, and kept strong, | stead of thirteen? Stop, friend Argo, 
there is no danger of the moth worms, | are you sure the Brz Wort is ahead 
especially if your hives are rightly | of all other bee journals, and should 
constructed, making no harbor for the | stand on its own merits? If it is true, 
worms where the bees cannot go. success to it. Let it improve. No, 

: My friend, Kellogg, is here again, | help to improve it. I like your notion 
full of light, for Mr. Connoisseur’s ben- | friend Argo, of having each correspond- 
efit, showing that he should smoke and | ents name appear in the journal, with 
tame his bees before he begins his | Post Office, County and State. 
brushing practice. Well, how is that,} Well, uncle Harry Goodlander, we 
who can answer his question about | hear your voice once more. We want 
water subduing the disposition of| you to have your say about the stand- 
bees to rob? I will venture to say Ij ard frames. You seem to prefer along 
haye, repeatedly, and with success too. | frame 19x12 inches. Please give your 
Shall Tsay it is really provoking to | reason for choosing such a large one. 
see the farmers so, loth to favor the | Thank you for the suggestion, that 
cultivation of buckwheat, when they | cobwebs make a good moth trap, and 
know it will be to their own interest | are capital for subduing robbers. You 
as wellas enhance the interest of the | are right again about cultivating a va- 
beekeeper? Do they wish to keep | riety of honey producing plants. We 
bee-keepers from prospering? Ino-|need them. We musi have them, if 
tice it is now both moved and seconded, | we treat our bees fairly. Yes, tell 
that Dr. Davis act as reviewer. Who | them to use an extractor that does not 
will decide that question? Is my| break the combs. Raise your voice
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against all swindlers. | same kind from California two or three 

Mr. Nesbit gives his standard frame | years ago, and I think it like other 

the following dimensions: 10x17 inches | good things that you hear of—too good 
inside ‘measure, frame made § inch | to believe, What say you Mr. Editor? 
eeuie | We have three apiaries in about five 

: 5 | miles, that are managed on the scien- 
He next instructs how to brush bees | tific plan. There is Mr. Y. W. Rambo 

all day long, without a single sting. | who has seventy five; a few of them 
Certainly Connoisseur may be bene- | are in Triumph, but mostly in Lang 
fitted by reading the arlicle. | stroth hives, and there is Mr. Eli Coble 

ed ef | Who has about eighty swaims in Lang- 
i Now read ae Baierches fr om. Ten- | stroth hives with a few in the Triumph. 

nessee.” Friend McLean informs us | Qobje is one of the best posted bee-men j 
_ how the Italian bees have been brought | that we have in our country, his bees 

' into disrepute by carelessness in breed- | are all Italians. He has nowoneof 
ing and the sale of impure queens, re-| he Nunn importation of queens, and 
ee getevciakla filare j |is breeding from her, she is rather 

Tesg 3 eB atable jaulure 12! dark, but I like them the best; as I a 
their character, being stigmatised a| think they make the best workers. 
humbug, and the breeder a swindler. | I also have one that was brought by i 
Hit them friend McLean. | the Nunn Bros., Oberlin, Ohio, last 

Charlsion Ill. Sept. 1874. spring ; her workers are very fine, the 
vee | young queens from her are rather da_k. 

LARGE BEE NESTS.—A GOOD) We don't make any box or comb honey 
HONEY YIELD. | —use the extractor — A two 

| story Langstroth, of a good season, 
ae eee, {should make one hundred ibs. I had 
eA | one that I took 254 ibs from last year 

Eprror Ber Wortp.—It seems to me | during the poplar bloom. It made, 
Bela land of “Gitkes. “this ‘thine of | S0™M° days, eleven ibs per day. I have 

: 2 Pari ce seat ee. | tried one of the spread out Langstroth 
bees being found in cliffs, bluffs and | or rather, a single story made wide 
other inaccessible places. I have al-| enough to hold twenty frames. I do * 
ways heard that there was bees in a not like them as well as the two story $ 

blaff on Paint Rock River, equally as | Langstroth. My hives have ten frames 
babe ota TRS aw said to hase b in the lower or brood department, and 

: ees ee ee eee oe nine in the same space above , that is, 
found in Fentress Co., Tenn. Paint | the top box is the same as the lower 
Rock River is in Jackson Co., Ala. | in width. I have no honey board at 

Iwas along that river some two or | ne and oe Bes oe! oral than + = 
" ¥ Be ee . | between the bottom of 1e upper se) 

ie mak Pit, a ms eon. of frames and the top of the lower set, 
y the name of Lath- | because if you leave more than that, 

am, and he said that he had known they will build comb between them, 
the river from the head to the mouth | and annoy you every time you open 
and that he knew that there was no | 20d take them out. I can make more 

bees in any bluff on it, as he hd known | Money from extracted Benes ; y b, i “cents per tb, than I can at 25 or 30 
it for fifty years. T heard a man from | for pox honey, though I have always 
Texas tell about getting honey by the sold at 15 cents. I made about 2,500 
wagon load out of a bluff on the = of see : honey . season, 
Bos dT did 4 believe it, be-| 22d we had no rain from the first Sun- ek an ad s bal fe a a a a | day in May, until about the 27th of 
Gea? Deco ULe DOU vee AL Wie eee Way. | Aug. We had a few light showers. 
twice, and T saw an account of the | Cornersville, Marshal Co., Ten
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E DITOR’S B Tur Italian bee is darker in cold 
% = e A LE. weather than in warm, and, also, age 

a ne, ~~ | will materially effect their color. Some, 
mn oe sn have been led to believe that their Ital- 

|S eae ee jans were impure from this cause. . 

‘ BRN athe ek We want all the advertisement in 
Sa IB a RAS see 5 ‘* ss Vie = ce. the Wortp, beginning with Vol. 2, No. 

tT as ea ener =| 1, to be new and re-set. Sendin your 
BL al Pa ae gp i ne ae aa : " att 
NET a) oe ar cana advertisements and we will insert, 

. SIN eee eal os Ree eS ‘ c 
pip Gee ede | or change old ones, if desired. 
pp pee teak we Ss 3 2 PY oe - é é 

ini ee We are in receipt of a fine queen 

as | from some unknown friend, there being 

E Senp us the names of bee-keepers, | 2On@Me or clue whereby its source can 

one at a postofiice. be ascertained. If the sender will 

mf : 3 write we will gladly make the proper 
Tue book, The Apiary, will be sent | : led ae : y eepree 

* 7. ic 2) ie 
to every new subscriber to the Wortp. Oe es 

* f ; re! % r i luff, 
Severar articles will appear in our A ane one asin a ey 4 

: 5 rk., M. rs d on 
next, which are crowded out of this | * vee ree! . oe oem 
imics which the bees are working finely, for 

Don't f Ae ‘i 1 aname. We have not succeeded in 
on’? forge wri r name ise * 
toffi : : ie We oe ee ie finding its true name, although we 

Dee Bi se S often receive think it resembles wild cammomile. 
letters which are not signed properly. We will report again next month 

and we therefore, cannot answer. : 
re , ] Bees are now done gathering honey, 
Sex the new advertisements in pres-| |. i aves and all swarms should be examined. 

ent number. Brown, Nesbit and Bow- ‘All that 1 hel herent 
She ieee bo’ sell. chen ; at need any help can be readily 

sell, cheap. Kretch- lied abe cine f ee ass and nericdi ee supplied, by taking frames of honey 
as books and periodicals for sale. fr italien ee and giving t ae a ‘rom the strong swarms and giving to 

oo to give a report on | the weak. Swarms in frame hives can 
gue-ns this month, but as we have a | be very easily strengthened; and box 

few that have not perfectly developed | and log gums had_ better be taken up 

their workers, we defer it until our | thon left to starve. See that they all 
next issue. have good queens, which fact can be 

Wirt our friends in sending for | ascertained by the amount of bees and : 

sample copies, send the necessarry | brood they have. 

stamp? This request does not refer to | 0 
our correspondents, who are always Parrons or Huspanpry.—We have re- 
weleome to extra copies ceived the last number of Zhe Georgia Grange, 

s yor an agricultural and family journal. It ovucHT 
Noruive has been received from the | to have a place at every farmer fireside in 

bi : Zh Georgia. The publishers of ‘THE GEORGIA secretaries BN gs 390CiE = : + - Secretaries of the N. A. B. Association | Grance are offerng to the farmers of Georgia 
in regard to the rates of fare, order of | a journal claiming their best patronage and 

soag eae. 2Tha nivtt a , | support. They are printing a paper that must 
business, &e. fhe convention will be and zw/Z become a necessity to every intelligent 
held at Pittsburg, Pa., on the 11th of | planter in the State. Send $2 for a single copy, 
November. xt there be a coneral at-| 2.2 club of ten at $1.50 each, to Georgia 

Let there be a general at-| G.snge Publishing Co., P.O. Drawer 24 Atlan- 
tendance. ta.
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Publishers’ Department EVERY AMATEUR PRINTER 

nr EVERY AMATEUR PRINTER 

* AVWERTISING RATES. EVERY AMATEUR PRINTER 

# a 5 G 3 4 EVERY AMATEUR PRINTER 
alle a a 

SPACE. & 5 5 & A SHOULD HAVE 
a | Saal med ie . ’ i 

sna —lealvw valu! we Our Own Fireside ! TPage | 16 00] 80 00| 40 00) 70 00) 125 00 0 ur . h diresicae ! 
84 Page | 12 00| 20.00} 30 00| 55 00| 80 00 
1Colsmn } 1000} 18 00| 25 00) 4500} 75 00 | Instructions in Printing and the answer to queries 

34 Column | 8 00| 15 00| 20.00] 2500} 70 00 which will remove difficulties in your way to 
facolumn | 700] 12 00 | 18 00 | 25.00} 50 00 efficiency, appear in each number 
43Column | 6 00| 10 00| 15.00] 2000} 30 00 
14 orn 5 00] 8 0 | : 00 | 16 00 | ” 00 EVERY FAMILY SHOULD TAKE 

el 5 6 1 9 | 5 00 aera: a r + TARR 13 Inch 33 Sool Sul e00| is o| EVERY FAMILY\SHOULD. TAKE 
Fourth page of cover, double rates. ‘Third page of EVE EASY ee Ee g 

cover, 50 per cent added to rates Worn included EVERY FAMILY SHOULD TAKE & 
in all advertisements of eight dollars and over. No $ 
advertisements continued longer than ordered. Bills Of regilar advertisers payable quarterly; transient in| QUR OWN FIRESIDE! — 
advance. Address all pomminnieations to - a ss a ° an 

Reet | For dts Good Stories, ~ 
BEE-KEEPER’S For its Fashion Articles, ’ 

For its Miscellany, 
dD I RE Cc Tv Q RY For its Household News, 

———— adnate AND FOR ITS 

Cards inserted in this Directory, anda copy of the ‘ 
Wortp, one year for twelve dollars—cards to be four Y 1 ip my yy 

lines orless. For each additional Hine one dolar wil PURCHASING DEL ARTMEN 
ee eee er en wer _ Through which every desirable article in New York 
Se ae : a at he to mces rates without te ce 

Na TY T Ha ur Fires deis a Home Journal now in its Four 

20) COLONIES TUATAAN: BEES | ser. 00 large pages with ilcetrationa seyies a4 60 
ayear. Every subscriber makes selec ions of a val- 

—AT— uable premium from the many offered. ‘Those sub- 
scribing now receive the paper the remainder of . his 

EIGHT DOLLARS PER COLONY, ere ease 
Jt taken before 15thDecember—too cold to ship kav SUBSCRIBE NOW Van 

after that. 
in At the beginning of 

STRONGIN BEES aise & 
Panay Axp ANEW STORY 

BEAVY IN HONEY. 
ioe cannot afford to subscribe an arrangement 

if ‘i : : will be made by which you can receive the paper for 
one ye r without money. Send three cent sta Dollar Queens”---Straight Combs Delivered | conte copstont mone” Sen tee cent stamp for 

At shipping office, this place. Canvassers Wanted. 

‘ H, NESBIT, 

Cynthiana, Ky. te fs i 
aerate eee ee ee A CHAMPION PRINTING PRESS 

B. kT. BABBITT’S A CHAMPION PRINTING PRESS 
i mn « A CHAMPION PRINTING PRESS 

i , PURE CONCENTRATED POTASH, A CHAMPION PRINTING PRESS 

OR LYE, IS GIVEN AWAY 
of ce the strength of any other ; Toa 

SAPONIFYING SUBSTANCE. IS GIVEN AWAY 

I have recently perfected a new method of packing IS GIVEN AWAY 
my Potash or Lye. an¢ am now packing it only in 
Balls the coating of which will saponify and coes | Fora club of 15 subscribers to Our Own Fireside. 

"not injure the Soap. It is packed in boxes contain | Fvery Business Man ats! Boy shoul have one. Send 
ing 4 ani 48 ib one lb Valls -and inno other way, | three cent stamp. adress 
Di ections in English and German for making hard 
an‘ soft soap with this potash accompanying each Ovr Own Finzsiwz Pusuisurne Co., 
package. BB. T. BABBITT, are es 

64 to 8t Washi:gton St... N. Y. Room 4, Sun Building, N. Y.
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STEAM ENGINES! |, THF victony © c D> a a 5 - 

oy Bee Hive. 
BOILERS, PATENTED SEPT. 20th, 1872. 

Wiis 2%, For: HIS well known and popular hive 
ees Tiere Ragen ae a was fully tested, and its superior 

GET THE BEST AND CHEAPEST. advantages over other hive has war- 
Address, M. L. GUMP & CO., ranted the patentee to sendit forth up- 

Room 4, Sun Building, N. Y, | On its own merits. We call the atten- 
L —__________| tion of bee-keepers generally to it as 

the Victory. 
x Fee Address patentee, A. R. Moulton, 
= CH AM PION JOB PRESS Fall Branch, Washington county, Ten 

5 nessee. For the State of Georgia, 
pe —FoR — address J. F. PRATHER, 

; Provrers, Bustyess Men anv Boys. (RESO tas 4 alten Goes 

The best press made, Also ITALIAN BEES for 1874 

JOBTYPE FOR AMATEURS. | \ 3, Fa? lames ot ie 
Send five cents for pamphlet. Address, ey Bees, Queens & Hives. 

M. L. GUMP & CO. Yee 
a Ret, Bred from the best impor Room 4, Sun Building, N. Y. Rye 

ato See. t BY ted stock. 

NEWS PAPERS) J cures Mu Cj 
Hamilton Nancock Co., Til. 

+ B ts) €) | C S 4 Pure and Prolific Italian Queens 

eos AND 

Phrough Kretehmer's Club you ge cladnz! PUT EF, GOONER yaoi tane| POLE COLONIES. 
Sonneries se ears ees ete a | 
Hegelian pries A 00 for 9°40; end ott 6 pape 8 iniike | From the original im manner, To membe s of our Club we furnish all | fo) @ ported stock of Dr. T. 

‘ f vB. 9 gf B. Hamlin, obtained fr Books at one-fifth Less than Retail Price!) \Yiiie” (7) Hiamiin, obtained Taly 
pireat inducements to agents. Send for our Club | f Gye and Germany. 
See Ve ei es sXe) \ One tested queen in May $8 E, RRETCHMER & C0,, |< Aeay Y One tented does ber Coburg, Montgomery Co., Towa. | 4 “ “ « July 6 

ae: fe CA eR Sed pry ae ak a eee id “ “ “ August 

FOR SALE! [ett cocidns seeat i * | Untested queens reared from the same 
ae stock at lower price. A reduction will 

Full Colonies of | be made on large orders. 
' A | Purity and safe arrival of tested 

Pure Halian Beas, With Young Queeas, | queens guaranteed. Full colonies at ~ 
In the Improved Langstroth hive, with honey boxes | from $14 to $20. Send for circulars. complete. Price 5 00. Address Twa & Becton. 

Dr. J.P. H, BROWN, oe aa 
Agua Gar Edgefield Junction, Tenn.
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oF 7 TPQ OSWEGO 
AND LOSSSTARCH 

Dp FOR Titi LAs NDRY. 
Pure Bre ed Poultry. MANUFACTURED BY 

my Ty TY y D> Tr. 

; I will furnish full stands I. KINGSE ORD & SON i 
: in Langstroth’s Hives, ear- Aer So ey ee een 

wy ly in the Spring, at $15,00 side Gig iee _NECESSIPY. 
‘ 7 per stand, and Queens at ae EASON OT kee ah eae eRe ceca tton 
Raa $5,00 after Ist of May, ¢ 1 , 

fg purely tested, and in their Pulverized Gora Starch, 

bey ehest credo of purity. + | TA KING@SPORD @osON 
hed Also Haas from the fol-| pypressty for food, when it is oy made into 

lowing six leading varie- Puddings, isa dessert of gicat excellence. 
ties of Pouurry: For sale by all first-class Grocers. 

Per doz. Per doz. | —-2 _ 

ee naietomn  18) AARON BENEDICT, iy 
Partridge Cochins 3 00; Houdans - - - - - 250 

T have a few pair of light Bramahs| , )f 
at $5,00, and a few extra Cocks yet to) Gap ge Importer and breeder of 
spare; one part a Cock, eight, Sore 
months old $5,00, "White Leghorns heh Thorough bred ITALIAN 
$3,00, and a few others. j a % 

My Poultry was selected with care (ae % 
from the best strains in the country. f QS EEN BEES, 

Purety and safe arrivals guaranteed. Keg 
For further particulars address Y 

¥ e : R. M. ARGO. T also kee’ h i ; keep on hand full colonies of 
Lowell, Garrard County Ky, iy thorough-bred Italian Bees for sale- 

VBNGLANN QYUEENS, eyeitile book 

In their Hicuest Grave of | . ae Benes Bee 
PURITY, for sale at just published, is now ready to be sent * 

out. Price 50 cents. For further 
Reasonable Prices. particulars address with stamp, 

_ AARON BENEDICT, 
$ Satisfaction guaranteed Bennington, Morrow Co., Ohio. 

in every particular. TRL ee 
Address PURE ITALIAN 

T. H. B. WOODY, “ ; rs iM ) 

Manchester, St. Louis connty, Mo. (| ) U i i S 
eat ee ee tb wsdl oH ® 

; ITALIAN QUEENS. I have on hand for the Spring mar 
Iam prepared to fill a ket, a limited number of . 

limited number of orders cv Queens bred from select, aM 

for pure Italian Queens, pe mothers..Price $5,00,.. as e 

_ ee. Can fill as and shall be able to fur fe e 

oc foe Art ane, el , | nish pure Queens through- H (ay ‘| 
October 14s * * 4 out the season, at reason Wy 

Send for price list. Ad- wy able prices. wy 
dress. M. PARSE. Wy A. SALISBURY ‘9 

Pine Bluff, Arkansas. Camargo, Douglass Co., Il.
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